ABSTRACT
Protein-ligand interactions play an important role in initiating and regulating biomolecular processes. For a protein-ligand complex to be formed there must be firstly steric and secondly physicochemical complementarity between the ligand and the binding site. Understanding the interactions between such molecules, including hydrogen bonds, van der Waals and hydrophobic contacts, aids the search for new pharmaceuticals, industrial compounds and functional molecules for foods.
Current protein-ligand databases describe biomolecular interactions and pathways (BIND, Bader and Hogue, 2000; DIP Xenarios et al., 2002) , experimental (Binding DB, Chen et al., 2002) , and empirically calculated (LPDB, Roche et al., 2001) binding energies.
Here we describe the Protein Ligand Database (PLD), a relational database that provides insight into proteinligand interactions. We are interested in accurately predicting protein-ligand binding energies using a knowledge-based approach; studying molecular similarity profiles of proteins and ligands; and identifying the types of interactions occurring between the molecules.
As of March 2003, the PLD holds data on 149 proteinligand complexes, each with a known experimental binding energy (Baxter et al., 2000; Bohm, 1994; Morris et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1997) , and a Protein Data Bank (PDB, Berman * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
et al., 2000) entry. There are also links to related web-based databases.
The information for each complex includes:
• PDB identifier with link to the PDB entry.
• Protein name with link to PDBSum.
• Ligand name with link to PDBSum.
• Protein function assignment from the literature.
• CATH number (where applicable).
• EC number (where applicable).
• Ligand origin: natural product or xenobiotic.
• Experimental binding energy.
• Calculated binding energy using the knowledge-based method BLEEP.
• Calculated ligand Tanimoto similarity scores.
• Calculated protein percentage sequence similarities.
• Authors of primary citation of PDB entry with link to PubMed.
The PLD can be searched by PDB code, protein and ligand name, protein function, CATH and EC number, experimental and BLEEP calculated binding energies, binding constant, author name, ligand origin, protein sequence similarities and ligand Tanimoto similarity scores.
The PLD is a MySQL relational database. Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) scripting is used to interface with the database and return an HTML page to the browser. This combination of PHP and MySQL allows the user to execute complex queries efficiently.
BINDING ENERGY
An important problem for structure based drug design is consistently correlating experimental and predicted proteinligand binding energies. Knowledge-based methods are advantageous in that only structural information, and not binding data, is required to derive the parameters. Such methods have successfully been used for protein structure prediction and for calculating protein-ligand binding energies (PMF, Muegge and Martin, 1999) ; DrugScore, Gohlke et al., 2000) . We calculate protein-ligand binding energies using a scaled version of the BLEEP knowledgebased potential of mean force (Mitchell et al., 1999a,b) .
MOLECULAR SIMILARITY
Pairwise and multiple protein sequence alignments provide insight into the evolution, common functions and conserved activities of proteins. The next meaningful stage is to determine if homologous proteins bind significantly similar ligands. We have analysed the 149 protein-ligand complexes pairwise to give combinations of {protein sequence1-ligand molecule1-protein sequence2-ligand molecule2}. For each of the 11 026 resulting combinations, two scores were generated. The first was the sequence similarity for the {protein sequence1-protein sequence2} pair, calculated using ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) . The second was the Tanimoto molecular similarity score of the {ligand molecule1-ligand molecule2} pair. The Tanimoto scores were calculated from 199 bit binary fingerprints (Mitchell, 2001) .
Pairs of proteins with greater than 20% sequence similarity are found to bind more similar ligands compared to nonhomologous proteins. Pairs of ligands with Tanimoto scores above 0.7 are found to bind pairs of proteins with significantly higher sequence similarities than do other pairs of ligands.
FUTURE WORK
Current and future work includes populating the database with more protein-ligand complexes including those in the SMoG2001 data set (Ishchenko and Shakhnovich, 2002) and further binding energy predictions using other computational methods such as the PMF and GOLD (Jones et al., 1997) scoring functions. Our ongoing research focuses on identifying and studying the specific interaction types involved in proteinligand complexes, such as the proportions of hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions, with the data also being added to the PLD. Future development work will allow users to calculate ligand Tanimoto similarity scores and BLEEP energies for their own protein-ligand data sets.
